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Collaborative Group - Meeting Summary
Meeting held April 13, 2022

Prepared by the Consensus Building Institute

Meeting in Brief

Eldorado National Forest (ENF) Caldor Fire recovery efforts are broad and include hiring
30 new staff, conducting a hazard tree assessment for all roads in ENF, and $63 million
toward vegetation and infrastructure restoration, hazard tree mitigation and brush
thinning at Sierra-at-Tahoe ski area and Grizzly Flats. ENF is developing its Strategic
Framework for Forest Resiliency and a high-level action plan for restoration.
The Emergency Forest Restoration Team (EFRT) is forming and developing a structural
framework and work plan with a prioritized schedule of activities. Efforts will include a
centralized data system and a biomass utilization team.
El Dorado County has created a County Office of Wildfire Resilience. The staff plan to
develop a datahub for restoration and resilience efforts and is working with
communities within the county to retrofit homes for ignition conditioned construction.
Norma Santiago proposed SOFAR form a funding or finance committee to
collaboratively apply for grants. Anyone interested in joining that group should contact
Norma Santiago.
SOFAR agreed to sign on to Sierra Institute’s “Achieving Pace Through SCALE Paper.”
(Link to Paper)
Next Meeting: June 8, 2022
Always check sofarcohesivestrategy.org for meeting location and latest information.
--Have an announcement you would like to share via the SOFAR list-serve / website?
Send information to Cameron Hager, CBI (chager@cbi.org)
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Meeting Overview

Update on Caldor Recovery: Forest Service Planning and Staffing
Scot Rodgers, Eldorado National Forest (ENF), updated the Collaborative on ENF Caldor
Fire recovery efforts, saying that ENF is taking a “kitchen sink” approach to Caldor
restoration. A small group is drafting a high-level action plan to be completed by the
end of May when ENF will share it with SOFAR and other partners to invite their
engagement.
Hiring. ENF will hire 30 new employees for fire recovery work, ranging from specialists in
particular program areas to those dedicated to timber work in the field. These 30
positions do not include fire personnel.
Funding. ENF has $63 million set aside for Caldor fire restoration and recovery; $40 million
for the vegetation restoration and $20 million for infrastructure restoration. ENF is working
closely with the El Dorado and Georgetown Divide Resource Conservation District
(RCD) and the Great Basin Institute (GBI) as partners on vegetation management work.
Hazard Mitigation. ENF is in planning stages for two large mitigation projects at the
Sierra-at-Tahoe Ski Area and Grizzly Flats. At Sierra-at-Tahoe, ENF will work closely with
the RCD to conduct blade thinning by Memorial Day and mitigate hazard trees
threatening existing ski runs and infrastructure before ski season.
At Grizzly Flats, ENF is creating fuel breaks on key roads such as Caldor Road and Grizzly
Flat Road. The goal is to ensure safe ingress and egress and a secure evacuation route
for the surrounding community in what is likely to be a long fire season.
ENF is also undergoing a forest-wide Hazard Tree Assessment, 100 to 200 feet off-centerline for all roads in ENF. There will be a comment period in mid to late-2022, and ENF
hopes to have an approach by the end of the year.
Public Access. Scot shared that most of ENF is open following forest closure earlier this
year. However, access is at users’ own risk. ENF does not encourage travel off main
roadways due to high danger from dead trees. Many campgrounds are still closed for
repair and hazard mitigation, but the majority of developed recreation sites should be
open by mid-summer.
Strategic Framework. A draft of ENF’s Strategic Framework for Forest Resiliency will be
available to SOFAR in the next two months, followed by a public comment period. It is
partially a plan and partially a NEPA document. ENF will present to SOFAR on specific
projects as the start dates approach.

Update on the Emergency Forest Restoration Team
Mark Egbert, El Dorado and Georgetown Divide RCD, provided an update on the
progress of the Emergency Forest Restoration Team (EFRT), convened in response to
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California’s Wildfire and Forest Resilience Action Plan, which advocated
implementation of EFRTs focused on community and forest recovery while looking at
post-fire conditions on private and public land.
Personnel and Planning. The EFRT is forming their team and developing a work plan with
a prioritized schedule of activities. EFRT will present the plan to SOFAR when it is ready.
The EFRT is working with two consulting teams that include foresters and Global
Information Systems (GIS) specialists. On the ground, EFRT is working alongside ENF with
the Grizzly Flats community and the Sierra-at-Tahoe Ski Resort to find priority action
areas.
Information Systems. GIS specialists are developing a centralized data informational
system to house a GIS database to be utilized across the country and region. The
purpose is to minimize isolated datasets and provide easier access to more
geographically broad information. The specialists will integrate county and other
entities’ restoration actions into the GIS systems.
EFRT Framework. EFRT is establishing a structural framework, with communication and
financial teams. The communication team is comprised of the County, ENF, RCD, and
any entity that will keep people informed and coordinated. They are also in contact
with local tribes. The EFRT hopes to have strong public engagement in its work.
Biomass. The EFRT has a biomass utilization team and will reach out to Greg Stanton
and the SOFAR Biomass Work Group. EFRT wants to ensure coordination of all
conversations about biomass utilization to get crews on the ground and begin to sell
woody biomass.

Announcing El Dorado County’s Office of Wildfire Resilience
Sue Hennike and Ken Pimlott, El Dorado County, presented on the newly formed Office
of Wildfire Resilience. The County established and staffed this office to coordinate all
efforts for wildfire resiliency. Ken explained that El Dorado County has direct
responsibility to inform people about safety. This coordinating office is a high priority for
Supervisors George Turnboo (District II) and Lori Parlin (District IV).
Data Hub. The office is developing a data hub to collect and house all information
related to wildfire restoration and resiliency efforts. This is in response to the findings of a
County-convened work group looking at lessons learned from the Caldor Fire. This
group identified many siloed efforts and holes in resiliency across the landscape. The
small group consisted of Mark Egbert, Forest Supervisor Jeff Marsolais, the Fire Chief
Association, and other fire officers.
Ignition Conditioned Retrofits. The office will use a hazard mitigation grant to retrofit
homes for ignition conditioned construction, starting in focus areas between
Sacramento and Texas Hill, as well as South Placerville and the unincorporated area.
The office is working directly with the County Planning Department for implementation,
but specifics of the project are still in development. The process is in the early phases,
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and the office will provide updates as soon as they can. The office hopes to work with
bigger stakeholder groups, such as SOFAR, going forward.

Update on Biomass Work Group
Greg Stanton provided a brief update on the Biomass Work Group. They are working
with the Black Oak Mine Unified School District to determine feasibility of a small-scale
facility at the school site.
The work group is also beginning to work with Sacramento Municipal Utilities District
(SMUD) as a major local landowner showing significant interest in developing a largescale facility. The large-scale effort will take time to develop, but SMUD and the Biomass
Work Group hope to facilitate conversations between large stakeholders interested
and enthusiastic about a local outlet for woody biomass material.

SOFAR Funding Assistance Concept
Norma Santiago proposed SOFAR form a funding or finance committee to
collaboratively apply for grants. Norma has been building a chart of potential grants
for projects, with the help of Greg Stanton and Elissa Brown from the Sierra Nevada
Conservancy, and realized there is a gap in SOFAR’s ability to apply.
The funding or finance committee would provide a structure to distribute grant
information to the Collaborative, manage grant proposals, identify fiscal partners, and
potentially help organizations that may not have capacity to apply for grants. The
Collaborative generally supported the idea. Anyone interested in working on the
finance committee should reach out to Norma.

Decision on “Achieving Pace Through SCALE” Paper
(Link to Paper)
The SOFAR Collaborative agreed to sign on to Sierra institute’s “Achieving Pace Through
SCALE” paper. The Collaborative discussed the paper at their March meeting,
following a presentation by Sierra Institute. In this April meeting, Sierra Club noted they
could not sign on to the paper, though they find nothing objectionable in the paper
and do not oppose the Collaborative signing on.
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